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Embassy of France in South Africa 

SAFe Think – A French Government scholarship programme  

   in cooperation with South African think tanks  
 

Master bursaries in political and 

social sciences 

2016/2017  
 

APPLICATION FORM 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please submit the following documents attached to this form in 5 separate pdf attachments, clearly marked 

(i.e.: SURNAME Name motivation letter.pdf) 

1: Motivation letter (1-2 pages) 

2: CV (1-2 pages) 

3: Copy of your South African and Lesotho passport or ID  

4: Copy of all degree certificates and academic transcripts, chronological according to date of completion  

5: Acceptance letter from a university in France, or written proof that you applied to at least 2 universities  

 

Additionally, you may submit a recommendation letter from the think tank endorsing your application. 

 

  Please print out this pdf form, fill in neatly by hand, sign and scan. 

 

Submit your application to the Embassy of France in South Africa (SAFeThink bursary programme: 

safethink@ambafrance-rsa.org) before 21 March 2016, 17:00. 
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1 – Personal details 

Surname (please use exactly the same name as 

in your passport; please underline main name) 
 

First name(s)  

 

Male          Female                

Nationality (please inform in case of dual 

nationality) 
 

Date of birth (dd/mm/yyyy)  

Place of birth  

Country of birth  

Marital status  

Country of permanent residence  

 

 

 

2 – Contact details 

Street  

Zip code, city, province  

Country  

Telephone  

Cell phone  

E-mail   
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3 – Secondary school education 

Name of school, city, province   

Attended from (mm/yyyy) to (mm/yyyy)  

Type of final examination  

Awarded on (dd/mm/yyyy)  

Final result(s)  

 

 

4 – Higher education (university or other degree-awarding institution) 

from to university city subject 

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

5 – Obtained degrees in chronological order (attach copies of the degree certificates in the same order) 

dd/mm/yyyy Degree title (BA, BSc, BCom) Subject Degree result 
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If applicable: degree(s) expected before taking up a possible scholarship: 

 

Expected date of final examination: 

 

 

6 – Planned stay in France: Choice of university (indicate a minimum of 2 institutions) 

University (choice 1) 

 

 

Master programme  

 

 

Specialization 

 

 

Have you initiated the enrolment process at this 

establishment? 

                       

   

No                                        Yes, namely with                                    

Name, surname: 

Position: 

E-mail: 

Why have you chosen this particular programme and 

institution? 
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University (choice 2) 

 

 

Master programme  

 

 

Specialization 

 

 

Have you initiated the enrolment process at this 

establishment? 

                       

    

No                                          Yes, namely with                                    

Name, surname: 

Position: 

E-mail: 

Why have you chosen this particular programme and 

institution? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

University (choice 3) 

 

 

Master programme  

 

 

Specialization 

 

 

Have you initiated the enrolment process at this 

establishment? 

    

No                                           Yes, namely with                                    
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                       Name, surname: 

Position: 

E-mail: 

Why have you chosen this particular programme and 

institution? 

 

 

 

 

 

7 – Language skills  

Have you been learning French? (The knowledge of 

French is not a requirement)  

No                                           Yes  

Since when?  

Where?  

Other languages:  

 

 

8 – Previous visits abroad (visit, work, study) 

from …to Country/ city type of visit (visit, work, study) 
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9 – Practical or professional work experiences during or after higher education 

from …to Country/ city Position/ professional status 

   

   

   

   

 

10 – Career expectations 

What professional career do you envisage? 

 

 

In your opinion, how will your studies in France support your future career? 

 

 

 

 

 

11 - Financial assistance 

Have you applied for a scholarship of the French 

Government before? 

No                                                                    Yes  

Yes, give exact dates and title of programme: 

Have you been sponsored by other institutions before? 

No                                                                     Yes 

Yes, give exact dates and name of sponsor(s): 
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Are you currently applying to other institutions and 

scholarships? 

No                                                                    Yes 

Yes, indicate the name of institution(s). Have you 

received a decision yet?  

Do you have any other sources of funding available to 

support your stay in France?  

No                                                                    Yes                   

(Please note that partial bursaries may also be 

awarded to allow for as many students as possible to 

obtain funding.  If a student is able to obtain 

additional funding and declares this openly and 

honestly, it may improve the student’s chances of 

obtaining funding through this programme). 

Yes, indicate source (personal savings, parents, loan, 

etc.) and estimated amount in ZAR): 

 

Please notify the French Embassy immediately should you be granted another scholarship. 

 

 

I certify that the information provided in this application is accurate to the best of my knowledge. 

Furthermore I agree to inform the French Embassy immediately of any changes and amendments. I accept 

responsibility for the completeness of my application. I agree that this application and accompanying 

documents shall remain with the French Embassy. 

 

Place 

Date Signature  
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Information regarding your application 

 
Before completing this application form and attaching the necessary documents, please read the following 

information carefully. It is meant to help you to submit a complete application and to assist us in evaluating it 

speedily but carefully and in preparing it for the selection panel. 

 

A complete application consists of the application form and accompanying documents to be submitted as 

separate, clearly marked pdf files. The completed application form must be accompanied by the following 

documents: full curriculum vitae (1-2 pages), motivation letter (1-2 pages), copy of your South African or 

Lesotho passport or ID, copy of all relevant degree certificates and academic transcripts, chronological 

according to date of completion,  evidence of any existing contact with academics at the chosen French 

university (copies of correspondence). You may also submit a letter of recommendation of one of the 

SAFeThink partner think tanks.  

  

Nationality requirement:  Applications submitted from students who do not meet the basic requirements in 

terms of nationality and qualifications will not be considered.  Due to government policy for this type of 

scholarship, students who are not citizens of either South Africa or Lesotho are ineligible. 

 

Limited number of scholarships: An application for this scholarship or admission to a French institution 

does not guarantee that you will receive funding through this programme.   

 

Allocation of funds: The allocation of funds and the offer of full or partial scholarships remain at the 

discretion of the selection panel, and once an offer is made no negotiations will be entered into. 

 

Admission to a French institution of higher education:  Students are expected to apply for admission to at 

least 2 French institutions in France.  The institution may not be a foreign university based in France, must be 

accredited and recognized by the French government (student must receive a French degree), and the course 

must be based in France (funding may not be provided for studies on a French institution’s campus outside of 

France). Students are expected to apply for admission to a French institution either before or after the 

submission of their scholarship application: it remains the student’s responsibility to ensure that admissions 

applications are completed and submitted on time, according to the institution’s requirements. 

A student does not need to be admitted to an institution in France by the time of applying for this scholarship, 

but should he/she receive the scholarship, he/she has to be admitted to a French university in order to 

benefit from the funding.  If the student is successful in obtaining a scholarship, he/she will be offered the 

funding, and will be expected to obtain admission before 16 June 2015.  If the student is unable to confirm 

admission by this date, the offer will be withdrawn and will be presented to the next student on the waiting 

list (provided that he/she has been admitted to a French institution at that time). 

Once the scholarship recipient has selected at least 2 institutions and is admitted at any of these institutions, 

it is assumed that this is the student’s final choice and the student may only select another institution if 

his/her application to their first 2-3 choices was unsuccessful. If a student is offered a scholarship but is 

unable to obtain admission at any institution by the stated deadline, the student forfeits the scholarship for 

that year and will not be placed on a waiting list or receive a preferential evaluation or automatic offer in the 

following year.  The student may however submit a new application for the same scholarship in subsequent 

years. 

 

Please note: Incomplete, incorrect or late applications may be discarded. The decision of the selection panel 

is final and it will not be possible to consider any further requests or ad hoc applications outside of this 

programme. 

 


